Multidisciplinary Center for Infectious Diseases (MCID) Night of Research, “Nacht der Forschung” 2022

“Achtung, ansteckend”

Saturday September 10th, 16.00-24.00

Join us for an introduction to the MCID and to learn more about the role of different academic disciplines in preparing for infectious disease threats.

Stations will include:

How clean are my hands?
Check your handwashing skills and learn which infectious agents might be lurking

Test your pathogen knowledge
Show us what you know or have fun guessing on interactive poster boards

Ethical dilemmas: what would I decide?
Put yourself in the shoes of those with difficult ethical decisions and make your own ethical choice

Craft your own pathogen
Create your own virus, bacteria or a new life form to take home with you

Ask a scientist
Engage in discussion with subject experts on a range of different topics

Mental health during the pandemic
Map your mental health during the Covid-19 pandemic to see how this compares to the population

B3ready Cohort
Learn what it means to be part of a population-wide cohort and share your opinions

Complete an "infectious agent pass" for a chance to win a prize

Will YOU get infected in our infectious disease simulation?

Find us here:
University of Bern- Main building, Hochschulstr. 4, ground floor: corridor and room 010